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Abstract 

Experimental aspects of laser cleaning and annealing 

of a Ni(001) surface with a pulsed ruby laser are reported. 

2 
Effects of applying laser energy densities of 0.4 J/cm to 

2 
1.1 J/cm to an Ar-ion sputter-cleaned surface are deter¬ 

mined using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), Low Energy 

Electron Diffraction (LEED), and Polarized LEED (PLEED) as 

surface diagnostics. AES profiles, LEED Intensity v. 

Voltage (I-V) curves, and PLEED Polarization v. Voltage 

(P-V) curves taken on the laser annealed surface are com¬ 

pared to identical information for the thermally annealed 

surface. Effects of substrate temperature on laser 

annealing results are investigated. It is concluded that 

laser-annealing yields clean, well ordered surfaces for 

elevated substrate temperature, but not at room temperature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the mid-1970's, preliminary research done in 

Russia indicated that laser processing of materials could 

be employed to anneal surfaces and to modify surface region 

1 2 
characteristics such as dopant concentration profiles. ' 

A large volume of work has since appeared in the literature 

reporting results of studies into an area now referred to 

generically as "laser annealing," covering topics ranging 

from cleaning and annealing of surfaces to epitaxial crys¬ 

tal growth. Most of the work done to date has concerned 

applications of the technique to semiconductors, work which 

has been spurred on by the promise of immediate advantages 

of laser processing of silicon and other semiconductor 

3-11 device materials m the electronics industry. 

Laser annealing generally requires the projection of 

a short (~10 ns), high power laser pulse onto a surface, 

although the process can be achieved by sweeping a continu¬ 

ous wave high power beam over the area. In either case, 

the desired effect is the melting of a thin region of the 

crystal, usually down to a depth ~ 500 nm. Acting as a 

thermal reservoir, the remainder of the crystal will very 

rapidly conduct heat away from the molten region, causing 

it to epitaxially regrow with a solidification front 

i • , . / 12,13 velocity ~ lm/s. 

1 
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This mechanism provides major advantages over standard 

techniques of thermal treatment due to the surface selectiv¬ 

ity of the process and to the melt-regrowth time scale, 

which is short compared to times required for standard dif¬ 

fusion processes. In semiconductor processing, these 

differences mean that dopant concentrations can be produced 

in excess of those permitted by equilibrium solubilities 

since the dopant can be introduced by ion bombardment and 

the resulting surface damage repaired by laser annealing 

without letting the dopant diffuse into the bulk. Limita¬ 

tions on layering of semiconductor devices are also affected 

since laser processing can allow treatment of an upper layer 

without affecting the characteristics of those below it. 

Other advantages and technological improvements have been 

demonstrated or are the subject of ongoing research and 

development.^ 

While most applications of laser annealing are con¬ 

ceptually straightforward, the technology involved is 

usually complicated by factors affecting the laser beam or 

the optical system used or by considerations of the mater¬ 

ial being irradiated. Control of the beam quality involves 

several parameters, each of which must be adequately con¬ 

trolled to assure successful treatment of the surface. 

Beam uniformity is critical, and must be considered before 

the laser can be applied to a target. Some control must be 

exerted on pulse shape of the beam to insure application of 
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adequate power densities. Reproducibility is a critical 

factor; fluctuating power outputs from the laser would yield 

fluctuating results. Inconstant output can become an even 

more severe problem when the beam intensity used in surface 

treatment is near the damage threshold of the sample and 

an unexpected fluctuation in output can damage or destroy 

the target. These considerations often place restrictions 

on the net power level available or on the geometries of 

the laser system/target arrangement due to the nature of 

14 
the control apparatus. 

In late 1980, one of the experiments under way in the 

surface physics group at Rice University was a Polarized 

Low Energy Electron Diffraction (PLEED) study of a c2x2 Te 

adlayer on a Ni(001) surface, an experiment which would re¬ 

quire an investigation of both the c2x2 Te surface as well 

as that of the clean Ni(001). Standard surface cleaning 

techniques of Ar-ion sputtering and subsequent thermal 

annealing to remove bombardment damage were attempted. Al¬ 

though this approach was known to have worked in a previous 

15 
study of the Ni(001) surface the cooling rate provided by 

the Rice apparatus was insufficient and diffusion of carbon 

from the bulk to the surface during the cooling cycle could 

16 
not be prevented. Because there is a four-fold bonding 

site on the Ni (001) surface, this diffusion process is essen¬ 

tially a one-way proposition. Carbon which diffused to the 

surface would bond there, making it possible to start with 
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a surface which had been sputtered free of carbon and to 

have a carbon covered surface at the end of the annealing 

process. 

During the period in which a method of reliably clean¬ 

ing the crystal was being sought, the possibility of laser 

annealing the surface was suggested. Since the rapid melt- 

regrowth velocities would prevent the diffusion of carbon 

from the bulk to the surface during the cooling phase and since 

the epitaxially regrown surface should exhibit good struc¬ 

ture, laser annealing held the promise of a solution to the 

cleaning problem. This possibility was the more attractive 

since a high power pulsed ruby laser was available in the 

lab and it was hoped that the procedure could be immediately 

implemented. 

Unfortunately, the optical output characteristics of 

the ruby were very poor. The beam exhibited hot spots in 

its cross section and the shot-to-shot variance in the energy 

output was too high to allow use of the laser in an annealing 

experiment. It was decided to continue to attempt to anneal 

the surface through standard thermal techniques and to pur¬ 

sue the laser annealing project as a problem in itself. Two 

primary aspects of the work justified continuing it. First, 

only limited work has been done to date on laser annealing 
9 

of metal surfaces. Of the work which has been performed, 

none of it is strictly surface-specific in the analysis of 

the annealed sample. Most investigations have relied on 
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Rutherford backscattering (RBS) techniques to determine the 

17-20 
quality of the annealed product. While RBS is useful 

for determining the existence of lattice defects in the 

near surface region, it yields no information about the 

crystal structure at the surface. Some references have 

been made to the quality of LEED patterns produced from 

21 laser annealed surfaces, but LEED pattern quality is a 

tricky measure at best and no quantitative LEED work has 

been reported. One of the observations of this study was 

that quantitative measurements are necessary in LEED to 

provide accurate surface analysis. 

An additional reason for continuing the laser anneal¬ 

ing approach was that it provided an opportunity to intro¬ 

duce to surface science a technique for cleaning surfaces 

which should be as good as standard thermal methods and 

which would be easier to implement on difficult-to-clean 

surfaces. This possibility was, of course, contingent on 

the production of high quality surfaces. 

Continuance of the laser annealing study required 

first that the laser system be improved to allow it to be 

safely used on the crystal and to produce repeatable re¬ 

sults. During this period, work on the Te-Ni system was 

continued and a method of thermally annealing the Ni sur- 

22 
face was found. That result later became especially 

helpful to the laser annealing work since it provided a 

set of quantitative surface structure measurements on a 
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high quality Ni(001) surface for comparison in a situation 

where lack of laboratory-to-laboratory reproducibility 

could not be a factor of concern. 

This thesis presents the results of a two year experi¬ 

mental investigation of laser annealing of a Ni(001) sur¬ 

face, the first portion of which involved work on the laser 

system to provide a high quality beam. The last part of 

the study concerned the laser annealing work on the metal 

crystal and the diagnostic measurements made of the laser 

treated surface. 



II. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

Theoretical analysis of the laser annealing process 

has been attempted using two major models, one which 

attempts to explain the effects of the laser irradiation 

by the creation of photogenerated carriers and one which 

13 23 24 
allows for melting of the surface region. ' ' The 

first model, however, has been recognized since 1967 as 

failing to explain all of the observable effects of 

25 
laser-surface interactions. Conversely, experimental 

measurements of the reflectivity of silicon during laser 

annealing has indicated that a solid to liquid phase 

transition occurs and recent work by Galvin et_ ad., on 

silicon measured conductivity changes during laser treat- 

26 
ment corresponding to the melting of part of the sample. 

Because of the strong evidence for the melting mechanism 

in laser annealing, theoretical calculations based on this 

model are herein examined and the important parameters for 

the case of nickel are compared to the ones used for sili¬ 

con. The complex nature of the numerical solution has left 

the actual calculation of the results for nickel beyond the 

scope of this work, although some conclusions about the 

application of the process to nickel can be drawn. 

Modeling of the laser annealing process can be begun 

by asstaming that a laser beam which is uniform in the cross 

plane is incident on a regular, semi-infinite crystal so 

7 
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that the only parameter of consequence is the distance into 

13 24 
the sample, x. ' Then the problem is described by the 

one dimensional heat transport equation with a source term 

to include the laser input: 

dT(x,t) _ 2  /D 3T(x,t) y 
at ax ax P (x, t) (i) 

where P(x,t) is the heat generation function and D = K/cp 

is the thermal diffusion coefficient, with K(t) the thermal 

conductivity, c(t) the heat capacity, and p the mass den¬ 

sity. If the thermal parameters are all constant and no 

phase transitions occur, equation (1) may be solved ana¬ 

lytically. Since melting of the surface region is antici¬ 

pated and since the thermal parameters involved are 

temperature dependent, a numerical solution to equation (1) 

is necessary. It is possible to express the heat transport 

in terms of a finite difference equation: 

(T.n+1-T.n) v X 1 ' 

At 
= P 

n 
+1 
2 1 P (Ax) ci mï-i 

(2) 

and to perform an iterative solution over a sample composed 

of many small segments Ax for a series of time intervals 

At. In equation (2), T?+m is the temperature at time t of 

the i+m node immediately adjacent to the i— node, ^K^+m 

•hVi 
is the thermal conductivity between the i*=— and the i+m 

+* Vi 
nodes, c^ is the heat capacity of the material at the i-=— 

node, and P^n is the heat generation rate in this material 

at time t . 
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Solutions to this equation for laser annealing of 

silicon have been determined by Wood and Giles at Oak Ridge 

using a computer program developed there in the mid-1970's 

by Turner et al., to numerically solve equation (2), with 

option of varying the thermal parameters and the conditions 

which the process occurs. The major parameters include, of 

course, the thermal conductivity of the material K(t), the 

heat capacity c(t), the mass density p, the laser pulse 

energy E^, and the pulse duration t^. Determination of the 

source function requires knowledge of the reflectivity ex¬ 

hibited by the material in both solid and liquid phases 

and of the absorption coefficient since the source function 

P^n is to be modeled as: 

P±
n = (1 - R^JF.* » (3) 

where R/1 is the reflectivity and F^n the absorption func- 

til 
tion for the i— node of the sample at time tn« Phase 

transition temperatures and latent heats of these transi¬ 

tions are also important as they determine at what point 

the substance becomes molten. Lastly, since the bulk of 

the sample acts as a heat sink for the process, the temper¬ 

ature of the substrate will influence the melt depth, melt 

duration, and the phase front velocity. Table I lists the 

values for these parameters used by Wood and Giles for 

silicon and the corresponding information for nickel, and 

figure 1 shows the behavior of the temperature dependent 



Figure 1: Temperature dependent thermal characteristics 
for silicon and nickel. 

a. Specific heat 
b. Thermal conductivity 

(Data for silicon are from Wood and Giles, 
ref. 13; data for nickel from Kutatelagze 
and Borishanskii, ref. 30.) 
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TABLE I 
Thermal and Experimental Parameters 

QUANTITY Si VALUE3^ Ni VALUE UNITS 

thermal conductivity see fig. 1 see fig. 1 W/cra deg 

specific heat see fig. 1 see fig. 1 cal/g deg 

density 2.3 8.9 g/cm 

reflectivity 

solid 35% 63% 

liquid 60% 63% 

absorption coefficient 3xl04 b) 106 d) 
-1 cm 

phase transition temp. 

Curie — 353 deg C 

crystal-liquid 1410 1453 deg C 

vaporization 2315 2732 deg C 

latent heats 

Curie — 2 cal/g 

fusion 430 72 cal/g 

vaporization 2535 1541 cal/g 

substrate temperature 20b^ 20;200 deg C 

laser pulse 

duration varied 20 ns 

energy density varied 0.4-1.1 J/cm^ 

Notes : 

a) Values from Wood and Giles, ref. 13 
b) Represents most common value used in the calculation. 

Occasionally changed to examine result of variation. 
c) Data from CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 
d) Estimated, cf. Jenkins and White, ref. 27 
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thermal conductivities and heat capacities for these mater¬ 

ials . Inspection of these data indicates that except for 

three parameters, reflectivity, absorption, and the heat 

capacity, the variables involved are similar for the two 

substances. The much lower value of the heat capacity for 

nickel could imply that its temperature rise would be much 

faster than that of silicon, as is also indicated by the 

higher absorption by the material of the energy that reaches 

it. Nickel, however, has a much higher reflectivity than 

silicon, resulting in the loss of the majority of the laser 

pulse. This circumstance requires a high power density in 

the laser beam, a consideration which is likely to cause 

problems if there are inhomogeneities in the beam. In 

addition to the differences noted above, the nickel and 

silicon parameters also differ markedly in the magnitude of 

their heats of fusion. Wood and Giles exhibit results 

indicating that large (40%) changes in latent heat do not 

greatly affect the annealing process, so it is possible 

that even the large difference between nickel (72 cal/g) 

and silicon (430 cal/g) would not be significant in the 

final result. Thus it is conjectured that the major impact 

on the process will be determined by the three parameters 

mentioned above. 

Since the implication of this review is that laser 

annealing of nickel should require more power in the beam 

to achieve results comparable to those for silicon, it is 
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useful to examine other methods which would affect the re¬ 

sult. Critically important is the necessity of achieving 

a melt depth greater than the depth of the damage produced 

by ion-bombardment cleaning. If such a melt depth is not 

reached, the regrowth of the crystal will occur on an 

irregular substrate, preventing the development of good 

crystal structure in the regrown layer. Thus, methods of 

increasing the melt depth are critically important to the 

process. 

Effects of varying the substrate temperature are dis¬ 

played in the data presented by Wood and Giles (fig. 2). 

Since the bulk of the crystal acts as a heat sink, increas¬ 

ing the temperature of the substrate produces both an in¬ 

creased melt depth and a lower melt front velocity in the 

regrowth phase. These changes are reflected in the calcu¬ 

lations by a change in the boundary conditions for large 

depths. The temperature of the bulk is constrained to a 

constant value to which the temperature of the annealed 

layers must eventually relax. Heating of the substrate is 

then modeled in the calculation by raising this bulk 

temperature. 

From the consideration of the impact on the results 

of the thermal parameters, it is possible to conclude that 

laser annealing of nickel should produce similar, although 

certainly not identical, effects as compared to those for 

silicon. Differences in the result should be dominated by 
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the large reflectivity of nickel, requiring that the 

problem of introducing sufficient energy into the crystal 

be overcome experimentally. 



III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. PULSED RUBY LASER AND OPTICAL SYSTEM 

Application of high intensity laser radiation to a 

surface with the intention of improving the surface quality 

requires that restrictions be placed on the energy struc¬ 

ture within the beam and on the degree to which this output 

can be reproduced. Large spatial derivatives in the energy 

density can create nonuniform heating and its associated 

effects such as spot vaporization of material. In much the 

same way, unacceptably large shot-to-shot variance in the 

laser output, especially when the laser is operated near 

the target crystal's damage threshold, can produce unde¬ 

sirable results. 

Initially, the pulsed ruby laser used in the experi¬ 

ment exhibited some of the worst possible characteristics 

both in terms of beam uniformity and reproducibility. 

Hot spots in the beam as shown by the energy contour cross 

section (fig. 3) were extreme, and shot-to-shot variance 

in the output was in the region of 15-20%. Repairing these 

problems required the establishment of standards for spa¬ 

tial energy variance in the beam and for reproducibility, 

overhaul of the laser optical and electronic systems to 

alleviate problems caused by damaged or worn out components, 

modification of the laser optics, and addition of external 

optics to produce a usable beam. 

18 



Figure 3: Laser beam spatial cross section produced by 
unmodified laser system. Note: The numbers 
indicate normalized energy densities associ¬ 
ated with each contour; the normalization 
level is arbitrary and was chosen for pur¬ 
poses of clarity. 
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Imposition of initial standards onto a system about 

which knowledge is limited is somewhat arbitrary, yet it was 

necessary to establish at the start of the work minimum 

requirements beyond which it would be considered unsafe to 

expose the crystal to the beam. Preliminary attempts to 

anneal the crystal with the laser had already demonstrated 

that the beam nonuniformity could result in damage to the 

crystal. Initial measurements of the spatial cross section 

as in figure 3 had clearly indicated that the beam was far 

from smooth, but no measure of how smooth the beam could 

be made was readily available. Several papers indicated 

that near absolute uniformity could be established by 

using a diffusive homogenizer, but this approach was re¬ 

jected because the extremely small distances required 

between the diffuser output and the target would have made 

mounting extremely difficult and would have required UHV 

14 
compatible materials. The high power densities used in 

the beam made it probable that outgassing from the diffuser 

would be likely; if this did occur it would cause problems 

in the vacuum chamber. Being resigned to optically non- 

diffusive modification of the beam meant that some of the 

beam structure would remain, however a spatial variance of 

no more than +/-20% across the beam was deemed acceptable, 

it being understood that any remaining nonuniformity should 

not be sharp. 

Shot-to-shot reproducibility was a second parameter 

for which early (and somewhat arbitrary) limits were set. 
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This measure was, however, one for which a fair degree of 

background knowledge was available since laser annealing 

experiments on silicon had indicated that successful anneal- 

28 29 
ing was possible over a range of incident energies. ' 

These results suggested that it was not necessary to work 

very near the damage threshold to provide sufficient 

energy for annealing and it was subsequently decided to 

try to hold shot-to-shot reproducibility to within +/-10%. 

Such a restriction would allow safe operation within 10% 

of the damage threshold and, since the annealing process 

was anticipated to require multi-shot treatments of the 

same surface region, total repeatability of results would 

not be greatly affected by a small degree of shot-to-shot 

variance. 

Measurement of the energy variance of the pulses 

required adoption of some definition of variance. As a 

simple approach, the standard deviation about the mean out¬ 

put value was used for this purpose. This measure required, 

however, that some "tightening" of standards was necessary, 

for a standard deviation of 10% would still indicate that 

some percentage of the pulses might have energies two or 

more standard deviations off the mean value. In the inter¬ 

est of safety margins, the target variance figure was set to 

5%, a value which was eventually surpassed. 

A schematic representation of the laser optical system 

is shown in figure 4. The lasing medium was a 6" x 3/8" 
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3+ 
diameter synthetic ruby crystal (A^O^ doped with Cr 

impurity ions). This rod was placed on the axis of a heli¬ 

cal xenon flash lamp which provided the pumping energy for 

the laser. The power density required for this experiment 

was much larger than that produced by the ruby under normal 

lasing operation, so the cavity was Q-switched by an active 

(voltage controlled) Pockels cell and a vertical polarizer 

in tandem. For giant pulse operation there was no mirror 

at the output end of the cavity; the forward end of the rod 

was polished but uncoated so that about 4% reflectance 

would be maintained at this surface, a level sufficient to 

support lasing. Stray reflectances inside the cavity were 

minimized to the extent possible by having a 6943À anti¬ 

reflection coating on the interior end of the rod and by 

filling the space between the Pockels cell windows and the 

crystal with an index matching fluid. Before use, a HeNe 

laser was used to insure that the Pockels cell windows and 

the rear cavity mirror were as close to parallel to the 

rod ends as possible by bringing the reflections from these 

surfaces into the same line as the HeNe beam. 

Several control parameters on the laser system were 

of importance in determining the energy output. These were 

the Pockels cell control voltage, the Pockels cell delay, 

and the flash lamp discharge voltage. The Pockels cell 

control voltage determined the magnitude of the voltage 

spike applied to the KD*P crystal in the Q-switch and the 

delay determined the time after the xenon flash lamp had 
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fired at which the Q-switch would be activated. Both of 

the parameters were set to allow maximum laser output, the 

control voltage for 9.0 kV and the delay for 750 |j.s. The 

flash lamp discharge voltage determined the pumping power 

of the laser and hence directly affected the output. Since 

larger power densities in the cavity meant a higher likeli¬ 

hood of damage to the optics, it was desired to keep the 

flash lamp voltage as low as possible while still yielding 

adequate output power densities. Shot-to-shot variance in 

the output energy was larger at lower settings of this 

parameter, especially near the lasing threshold of 6.0 kV. 

As figure 5 implies, a setting of 6.7 kV for the flash lamp 

discharge is sufficient to alleviate the greater part of 

the effect, hence the discharge voltage was kept at 6.7 kV 

and the actual energy transmitted to the crystal was deter¬ 

mined externally, as will be explained. 

2 
Extremely high (r 200 MW/cm ) power densities within 

the cavity and in the output beam required that great care 

be taken to preserve the optical surfaces. Since the sys¬ 

tem was not sealed, maintenance of clean conditions required 

a regular cleaning of the optics. Fluctuating temperatures 

and humidities were also sources of concern although they 

had to be tolerated. In two cases during the course of the 

experiment optical components had to be replaced, although 

the source of the damage was not identifiable as any one 

of these factors. 
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Through the course of the work on the laser, several 

components of the electrical system were replaced when 

they failed due to age or other causes, such as intrinsic 

defects. Problems in the system usually manifested them¬ 

selves in increased inconsistency in the output or, in 

catastrophic cases, in total loss of lasing action. Tracing 

these troubles through the system was usually tedious and 

always difficult due to the hardware configuration and the 

voltages involved, but these efforts proved worthwhile 

when the cause of most of the shot-to-shot variance was 

pinpointed in the Pockels cell electronics system. The 

high voltage spike used to switch the Pockels cell and 

thus to Q-switch the cavity was generated by a hydrogen 

thyratron tube. Ripples in the output voltage of this 

tube indicated that the tube was failing, and the magni¬ 

tude of the ripples (1-2 kV) was sufficient to cause erratic 

operation of the Pockels cell. Replacement of the thyratron 

immediately cut the output variance to about +/-5%. 

Allowing the rod and flash lamp to maintain a rela¬ 

tively smooth thermal equilibrium by lowering the repeti¬ 

tion rate brought the final shot-to-shot variance to within 

+/- 3-4%. Although it was possible to fire the laser at a 

rate of up to 1 Hz, the rapid discharging of the flash lamp 

apparently overtaxed the cooling system and a large output 

variance was noted. This correlation can be attributed to 

thermal effects in the rod since lowering the repetition 

rate yields a marked increase in reproducibility. Shot 
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spacings of more than 15 m, however, produced no appreciable 

increase in reproducibility. For the purpose of keeping 

the total time for the surface treatment to a minimum, a 

spacing of 10 s was generally used between shots, yielding 

a reproducibility only slightly worse than that at the 

15 s/shot rate. 

Overlapping the efforts to achieve a low shot-to-shot 

variance were attempts to produce a reasonably homogeneous 

beam. As mentioned previously, the first profiles taken 

of the beam indicated that there were extreme hot spots in 

the beam cross section. The desired solution was to opti¬ 

cally smooth the beam before it entered the vacuum chamber. 

The first attempt to do so involved the optical system 

diagrammed schematically in figure 6. This system repre¬ 

sented an attempt to take half of the beam and spatially 

invert it through the use of a dove prism, then re-mix it 

with the part of the beam which was passed through unal¬ 

tered. Although the profile of this beam indicated improve¬ 

ment over the original output, the hot spots still in 

existance were too extreme to allow application of this 

beam to the surface (fig. 7). 

Examination of the beam profiles of the original and 

of the altered beam led to the observation that the laser 

output seemed to be dominated by TEMQO and TEM^ modes, 

although the lack of well defined mode patterns indicated 

that these were not pure modes of operation. From the 
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Figure 7: Laser beam spatial cross section produced by 
splitting/inversion/remixing arrangement. 
See note, fig. 3. 
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standpoint of beam uniformity, a pure TEMQO mode would be 

close to optimum since the intensity profile for this mode 

is smoothly variant. Thus it was desirable to attempt to 

eliminate the higher order modes from the beam. 

Intrinsic to the pumping procedure in this laser is 

the attenuation of pumping power as a function of radial 

distance into the ruby rod. Since the overpumping of the 

exterior regions of the rod spatially favors higher order 

TEM modes, an aperture was introduced into the cavity to 

inhibit the propagation of light in this region. This 

aperture was centered on the rod axis and set to a diameter 

of 8.5 mm (89% of the rod diameter). The degree to which 

the pumping process was overbalanced to the outside of the 

rod became obvious when it was noted that closing the aper¬ 

ture to less than about 85% of the rod diameter completely 

blocked lasing action. Marked improvements were observed 

in the beam profile as a result of the introduction of the 

aperture (fig. 8), although the quality criterion of 

< +/- 20% variance was still exceeded. 

Some regions of this beam, however, did meet that 

requirement and a second aperture was placed outside of the 

cavity at the output. This second stop was set to a 

diameter of 2.5 mm (about the size of the best area in the 

beam) and was used to selectively transmit a relatively 

smooth portion of the beam. After some experimentation 

with positioning of this stop, a favorable profile was 

achieved with the aperture horizontally centered on the 



Figure 8: Laser beam spatial cross section after intro¬ 
duction of intra-cavity iris. 
See note, fig. 3. 
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rod axis and displaced vertically downward from the rod axis 

by 2.3 mm. The resulting beam exhibited a relatively smooth 

cross section (fig. 9a) while at the same time providing 

the large intensities needed for the experiment over a 

macroscopic area. 

In addition to the second aperture, the external opti¬ 

cal system for the laser included a glass optical flat and 

a 100 cm converging lens. The flat was placed into the 

beam line on a micrometer driven mount which allowed 

adjustment of the angle of incidence of the beam on the 

flat. This arrangement permitted the transmitted power to 

be varied by utilizing the functional dependence of reflec¬ 

tion on incidence angle. This method of tuning the power 

of the annealing beam removed the necessity of varying the 

laser parameters such as flash lamp voltage to produce such 

changes, thus insuring that the output would remain con¬ 

sistent. The converging lens brought the effective beam 

diameter at the target to its value at the second aperture, 

eliminating the loss in energy density due to divergence 

of the beam. 

B. SURFACE DIAGNOSTICS 

Examination of the surface cleanness and structure 

were made both before and after laser irradiation of the 

crystal using the techniques of Auger Electron Spectroscopy 

(AES), Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), and Polar¬ 

ized LEED (PLEED). Observation of cleanness and chemical 



Figure 9î a. Spatial cross section of laser beam used 
to anneal Ni crystal. See note, fig. 3. 

b. Argon depletion observed following irradi¬ 
ation of a sputtered surface at room 
temperature by ten laser pulses at an 
energy density of 0.8 J/cm . The contours 
are labeled according to the fraction which 
remains after irradiation of the argon 
initially present on the surface. No 
argon is detectable within the shaded 
region. 
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analysis of surface adsorbates was accomplished solely by 

AES and structural determinations were generally made by 

application of the LEED techniques, although the presence 

of diffraction originated signals in the Auger spectra 

provided an excellent indication of structure which correl- 

lated with the results of LEED measurements. These dif¬ 

fraction peaks were not accepted as measures of surface 

quality, however, and making complete measurements on the 

surface required both LEED and Auger examination. In order 

to prevent any degradation of the surface between LEED and 

Auger scans of the surface, an electronics controller was 

used which allowed switching from LEED mode to Auger and 

vice versa in a period of two to three minutes. 

All surface diagnostic systems were contained in two 

stainless steel ultra high vacuum (UHV) chambers (fig. 10), 

one of which also contained the crystal and which will be 

herein referred to as the LEED chamber. This chamber con¬ 

tained a standard LEED optics and electron gun in a single 

assembly which was mounted on a rotary feedthrough. The 

crystal was mounted on an X-Y-Z-Q manipulator and aligned 

so that the target area of the sample was on the axis of 

the electron gun and the LEED grids. Since the axis of 

the sample manipulator was offset from the LEED axis, it 

was necessary to carefully readjust the position of the 

crystal when it was rotated using the manipulator to in¬ 

sure that the same spot on the surface was subjected to the 
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electron beam. The geometry did, however, allow rotation 

of the LEED optics without necessitating spatial adjustment 

of the crystal. 

AES measurements were carried out using the LEED 

optics in Auger mode. Although the technique was limited 

to the diameter of the electron beam (Ç5 1.5 mm), it was 

nevertheless possible to "scan" across the surface using 

the X-Y-Z manipulator to determine a profile of surface 

contamination as a function of position. This system did 

not have high resolution, yet it proved to be extremely 

functional since the laser beam diameter was comparable to 

that of the Auger (and LEED) electron beam. Indications 

using this Auger system that an area of the surface was 

clean clearly provided evidence that the laser had cleaned 

a macroscopic area. 

In LEED mode, two basic observations were made, one 

qualitative and one quantitative. Sharpness of the dif¬ 

fraction spots was observable since the beams struck a 

luminescent screen behind the LEED grids. The sharpness 

of the spots for various surfaces was observed but yielded 

no helpful information, as insufficient variance existed 

in the quality of the spots for different surface quali¬ 

ties. The quantitative LEED information was provided 

through measurement of Intensity v. Voltage (I-?V) curves 

for the LEED spots. Intensity determinations were made 

with a spot photometer by carefully aiming the photometer 
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aperture through the LEED chamber's main window onto the 

spot being examined. These intensity curves were subse¬ 

quently normalized to the gun current (IQ) to provide I-V 

curves which could be directly compared to those of other 

laboratories. 

Spin polarization analysis of diffracted beams (PLEED) 

was accomplished using the technique of Mott scattering. 

A small slit in the LEED grids allowed a diffracted beam to 

be guided into an aperture which opened into an electron 

lens system and subsequently into the accelerating column 

(fig. 10). At the output of the column the beam, having 

been accelerated to 100 keV, was injected into the Mott 

chamber to be scattered from a metal foil target. Scat¬ 

tering asymmetries resulting from spin-orbit interactions 

in elastic scattering were measured by taking left-right 

scattering counts generated by surface barrier detectors 

positioned at scattering angles of +/- 120° . The detectors 

were biased to reject inelastically scattered electrons. 

Instrumental asymmetries were determined by measuring scat¬ 

tering asymmetries from both gold and aluminum foils, and 

appropriate corrections were applied to the data. (Spin 

dependent scattering is pronounced when the electrons 

strike the high-Z gold foil and negligible when the low-Z 

aluminum foil is the target.) 

Complementary to the I-V, carves the Mott scattering 

technique yielded Polarization v. Voltage (P-V) curves for 
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the diffracted beams. In all cases (AES/LEED/PLEED) the 

information determined for the laser annealed surface was 

compared to that produced for thermally annealed surfaces 

taken in this laboratory and, when such information was 

available, to measurements made on thermally annealed 

Ni (001) surfaces in other laboratories. 



APPENDIX: ENERGY MEASUREMENT, BEAM PROFILING, AND BEAM 

SIZE DETERMINATION 

Energy output from the laser was measured with one 

of two pyroelectric energy meters depending on the type of 

measurement being made. For total output energy evaluation, 

a Quantronix model #504 energy meter, which was capable of 

withstanding the full giant pulse output from the ruby, 

was used. The spatial beam profiles, however, required a 

more sensitive device as well as a method of selecting a 

small part of the beam for measurement. This goal was 

accomplished by mounting the probe of a Laser Precision 

model #Rk3230 energy meter on an X-Z micrometer driven 

platform and mounting a 1 mm diameter pinhole and a 

diverging lens in front of the probe aperture. The 

diverging lens served to reduce the power density at the 

pyroelectric detector since the crystal could only with- 

stand a power density of 1 MW/cm . Because of the limited 

power density which this meter could take, the beam 

directed onto the pinhole was first reflected from a glass 

optical flat at a small angle of incidence so that the 

beam at the probe would be only about four percent as in¬ 

tense as the output beam of the laser. In all cases, 

inversions of the beam's spatial structure due to reflec¬ 

tions have been compensated for in the profiles presented 
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so that the surface profiles of the Ni crystal and the beam 

profiles are one-to-one and not inverted. 

Beam spatial profiles were generated by rastering the 

pinhole/probe across the beam in steps of 0.05 in (1.3 mm) 

so that the energy reading for one point did not overlap 

the reading for its adjacent points. Initially readings 

were taken for each point for twenty firings of the laser 

before moving to the next location, and each node in the 

matrix was then represented by a mean value for these pulses 

and their standard deviation. When values had been measured 

for a matrix of points extending out to where the energy 

flux was negligible, the energy profile was converted to a 

contour mapping (equi-energy contours) of the beam cross 

section. Since the profiling process required a large 

number of laser shots and since the laser, for reproduci¬ 

bility purposes, was operated at a repetition rate of one 

shot every ten seconds, the beam profiling process took a 

large amount of time to complete. For this reason, once 

the shot-to-shot repeatability of the output was stabilized 

in the +/- 5% region, the number of shots per point on the 

matrix was lowered to ten without loss of information. 

Because of the method required for reducing the power 

density incident on the meter, the scale of the energy 

readings was arbitrary. Actual energy densities in the 

beam were determined when needed by summing the mean values 

for the entire matrix of points and normalizing this value 

to the total output energy of the laser. 
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Determination of the beam spot size at the target was 

not easily accomplished because the energy density threshold 

below which cleaning and annealing effects do not occur 

was never determined; some cleaning was observed for all 

values of the total beam energy used. Had a lower bound on 

the energy density needed for cleaning been observed, the 

useful beam diameter would have been determined by the area 

of the beam with an energy density above this threshold. 

The effective (useful) spot size at the crystal was esti¬ 

mated by correlating data from three sources: the area over 

which beam intensity was non-negligible as measured during 

beam profiling, the size of the burn spots on paper targets 

placed at the same distance from the laser head as the 

crystal, and the size of the cleaned area of the crystal 

after laser irradiation as determined through Auger spec¬ 

troscopy. Care was taken during beam profiling to keep the 

energy meter aperture close to the anticipated distance of 

the crystal from the laser head and burn spots on paper 

targets placed at several distances from the laser show that 

no significant divergence of the beam is observable within 

+/- 10 cm of the crystal distance. The spot size thus 

measured was used to determine average and peak energy den¬ 

sities in the beam. 



IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Standard techniques for cleaning crystal surfaces 

involve sputter cleaning of the surface with an ion beam 

followed by a thermal annealing cycle to remove ions 

imbedded by the sputtering process and to repair surface 

damage. The LEED chamber was equipped with an argon ion 

gun for such purposes which was used in this study to re¬ 

move carbon from the surface before laser processing since 

laser irradiation of the surface when carbon was present 

did not remove the carbon. Auger analysis of the initial 

(dirty) surface shows a significant amount of carbon on 

the Ni (001) surface (fig. 11a). Sputtering for a period 

of thirty minutes with a 1 keV beam of argon ions rastered 

continuously across the surface was sufficient to remove 

all carbon and yield a surface as in figure lib which shows 

no evidence of the carbon transition at 272 eV but has argon 

(215 eV) imbedded in it from the sputtering process. The 

two basic goals of the laser processing phase were to remove 

the argon from the surface and to re-establish the crystal 

structure at the surface. 

Sputter cleaned surfaces were exposed to laser pulses 
2 

ranging from 0.4 to 1.1 J/cm . This treatment was first 

attempted at low energy densities to prevent surface damage 

and the energy was progressively raised in steps of approx- 
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Figure 11: Auger Electron Spectroscopy curves: 

a. Dirty surface 
b. Sputtered surface 
c. Surface heated to 200°C for two hours 
d. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 25°C) 
e. Thermally annealed at 400°C for 10 min. 
f. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 200°C) 
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2 
imately 0.1 J/cm . Multi-shot treatments of the surface 

were used to insure removal of all argon from the target 

area of the crystal. A partial pressure analyzer was used 

to monitor argon pressure in the chamber during laser 

annealing and this measurement (fig. 12) indicated that a 

ten pulse treatment of the same region was sufficient to 

remove the argon. At each energy level, AES was used to 

investigate the surface cleanness resulting from the irra¬ 

diation and to determine to size of the cleaned area. This 

area was determined by using the crystal manipulator to 

change the location on the surface being observed by AES 

and noting the corresponding height of the argon Auger 

transition. Spatial profiles of the target region were 

generated by performing this process for a matrix of points 

spaced 0.5 mm apart (for example, fig. 9b). 

Once the damage threshold of the crystal was located, 

studies were continued by aiming the beam at another 

section of the crystal surface and operating the laser at 

about 20% below the damage threshold intensity. At this 

level, and I-V curves of the laser annealed surface were 

measured for twelve and eighteen degree angles of incidence, 

and a P-V curve at eighteen degrees incidence. I-V and P-V 

curves were also taken at the respective angles for sput¬ 

tered and thermally annealed surfaces to provide comparisons 

of the laser annealed surface both to well- and to poorly 

structured surfaces. 



Figure 12: Argon partial pressure in LEED chamber v. 
number of applied laser shots. Each laser 
shot illuminates the same area of the 
crystal. 
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Since theoretical modeling of laser annealing pro¬ 

cesses indicates that the crystal regrowth rate can be 

altered by changing the substrate temperature, a modifi¬ 

cation of the laser annealing process was made by irradi¬ 

ating the crystal while the substrate was held at 200°C. 

LEED, PLEED, and AES scans parallel to those taken for the 

crystal treated at room temperature were taken for this case. 

In order to establish that thermal annealing did not sig¬ 

nificantly contribute to the results, the crystal was 

sputter cleaned and then heated to 200°C for two hours, 

after which the surface was examined by Auger spectroscopy. 



V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Laser annealing of the crystal with the substrate at 

room temperature easily removed imbedded argon from the 

surface. Cleaning of a macroscopic area of the crystal was 

exhibited over the entire range of energy densities used. 

Figure lid exemplifies the result of the process. The 

argon transition at 215 eV is not in evidence and no carbon 

(272 eV) has segregated on the surface. Since the electron 

beam in the Auger system had a 1.5 mm diameter, the clean 

area must be at least this large. Mapping of the surface 

argon coverage,,moreover, indicates that the clean area is 

roughly congruent to the active area of the laser beam 

(cf. fig. 9a,b). 

Although the crystal was successfully cleaned from 

the beginning, LEED measurements on the laser annealed sur¬ 

face revealed that the surface was not well-ordered. An 

I-V profile of the surface at 12° incidence exhibits greater 

resemblance to the poorly ordered sputtered surface than to 

the thermally annealed case (fig. 13a-c). This poor surface 

order was not noticeable simply by observation of the LEED 

spot patterns which had reasonably sharp and no off-order 

spots. The 18° P-V profile also indicates poor surface 

order, lacking the sharp polarization features found in the 

thermally annealed surface's polarization curve and again 

more closely resembling the sputtered surface (fig. 15a-c). 
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Figure 13: Intensity-energy profiles for the specular 
(00) beam at angle of incidence 0 of 12° 
and azimuthal angle $ = 45"?. 
a. Sputtered surface 
b. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 25°C) 
c. Thermally annealed at 400°C for 10 min. 
d. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 

200°C) 
e. Thermally annealed surface; data from 

Demuth and Rhodin, ref. 15 
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Figure 14: Intensity-energy profiles for the specular 
(00) beam at angle of incidence 0 of 18° 
and azimuthal angle # = 45°. 
a. Thermally annealed at 400°C for 10 min. 
b. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 

200°C) 
c. Thermally annealed surface; data from 

Demuth and Rhodin, ref. 15 
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Figure 15: Polarization-energy profiles for .the specular 
(00) beam at angle of incidence 0 of 18° 
and azimuthal angle $ - 45°. 
a. Sputtered surface 
b. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 

25° C) 
c. Thermally annealed surface 
d. Laser annealed surface (substrate at 

200°C) 
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In both I-V and P-V measurements, poor surface order re¬ 

sults in widening of peaks and a decrease in the sharpness 

of transitions and features such as shoulders. 

No dependence of these results on laser beam energy 

was found over the full range of energy densities used. 

Once the damage threshold was reached it became apparent 

that although argon was removed and a good LEED spot pattern 

produced, the surface quality was not sufficiently restored 

by this approach. Due to the remaining inhomogeneities in 

the laser beam and the relative size of the LEED/Auger 

electron beam (1.5 mm) to that of the laser (2.5 mm), it 

is possible that the highest energy density region of the 

laser exceeded the damage threshold before a sufficiently 

large surface region became well ordered. Another possible 

effect of the beam quality is the melt duration at the 

surface. If the entire region affected by the beam remains 

molten for the same amount of time, and if a higher total 

laser energy results in a longer melt duration as it 

should, then with a smoother beam it might have been pos¬ 

sible to irradiate the whole area affected by the beam at 

an energy level closer to the damage threshold, thereby 

allowing the surface to remain molten for a longer period. 

Since increasing the melt duration would mean a slower re¬ 

growth rate, the crystal structure resulting from such a 

prolongation might be of higher quality. 

Theoretical predictions indicate that the regrowth 

velocity can also be affected by changes in the substrate 
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temperature. Heating the substrate should decrease the 

regrowth rate although it may also introduce negative 

effects such as segregation of carbon on the surface. At 

an intermediate temperature, however, thermal annealing 

effects and carbon diffusion should be negligible while at 

the same time allowing some improvement in laser annealing 

results. After sputtering, the crystal was heated to 200°C 

for two hours. Auger analysis of the surface (fig. 11c) 

shows that no carbon has segregated on the surface but that 

the argon is still present, that is, thermal annealing 

effects are not important at this temperature even for ex¬ 

tended heating periods. 

Laser annealing of the surface with the substrate at 

200°C yielded surfaces of equal or better quality than those 

from thermal annealing processes. Auger analysis for the 

laser annealed surface exhibits no evidence of argon or 

carbon (fig. Ilf) whereas thermal annealing involved a 

trade-off between trying to remove all the argon and risking 

the segregation of a small amount of carbon on the surface 

(cf. fig. Ile). I-V curves at both 12° and 18° compare 

favorably with data taken from thermally annealed surfaces 

during both this study and that of Demuth and Rhodin (figs. 

13c-e and 14a-c). In addition, the polarization data com¬ 

pare well with that for a thermally annealed surface (fig. 

15c,d). Narrowed widths and increased height of I-V curve 

peaks, as well as improved peak height ratios indicate that 
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laser annealing of the heated substrate in some aspects 

seems superior to thermal annealing. 

Laser annealing also allowed measurements to be made 

sooner after initial pump-down of the chambers than thermal 

annealing methods. Thermal annealing required two to four 

weeks of cyclic sputtering and annealing before a surface 

was obtained which was free of carbon after the annealing 

phase. Laser annealing of the sputtered surface did not 

exhibit such an effect; carbon was never observed to have 

segregated on the surface after laser treatment. 

A by-product of this study was that a correlation was 

noted between the quality of the surface and that of the 

diffraction peaks at 204, 241, 290, and 388 eV in the 

Auger profiles. Diffraction peak height increased and 

half-width decreased as surface structure improved, especi¬ 

ally for the peaks at 204 and 241 eV. The peak at 388 eV 

was usually indiscernable unless the surface was very well 

ordered. 



VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Laser annealing of metal crystal surfaces is a tech¬ 

nique which can produce surfaces as good or better than 

those acquired through standard thermal annealing processes. 

The method can be especially advantageous when extremely 

rapid heating and cooling cycles are required in the 

annealing treatment. It is noted, however, that caution 

is necessary in reaching conclusions about resulting 

surface quality. Qualitative judgments of LEED spot quality 

by themselves are insufficient indicators, making it neces¬ 

sary to utilize quantitative LEED measurements in order to 

establish the quality of the annealed surface. 

Caution must also be exercised with regard to the 

laser beam utilized, although many applications of this 

technique can be imagined in which either the beam is 

already of sufficient quality or where use of such tools 

as diffusive homogenizers is not precluded. Improvements 

on the system used herein can easily be envisioned. A 

Nd:YAG laser, for example, operated at a repetition rate 

30 Hz, could easily be rastered quickly across a large 

aurface area, say by reflection from a mirror mounted on 

a piezoelectric crystal. Application of a control voltage 

to the crystal would allow control of the mirror angle and 

thus the beam position on the target. A system such as this 
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would allow the annealing of much larger areas than those 

annealed in this study in much shorter time periods. 

Other results of this experiment suggest possibilities 

for future investigations. The correlation noted between 

the quality of the surface and that of the diffraction 

peaks in the Auger spectra at 204, 241, 290, and 388 eV 

suggests that further investigation might establish these 

peaks as excellent qualitative or quantitative indicators 

of surface quality. Such a result would allow a simultane¬ 

ous determination of surface cleanness and structure for 

surfaces which exhibit such diffraction peaks, greatly 

decreasing the amount of time required to make these measure¬ 

ments and enhancing the verification of the quality of re¬ 

sults from techniques such as laser annealing. 

Finally, it is suggested that with adequate diagnos¬ 

tic techniques a recipe for successful laser annealing and/ 

or modification of a surface can be established, allowing a 

wide applicability of the approach to studies of metal 

alloys, in which some work is already progressing, and in 

experiments with materials such as iron which exhibit phase 

transitions below the melting point. 
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